
LEAD: History—WWII 
 

1. I can frame historically valid questions. 

Whole class verbal session to introduce topic. 
(Questions form basis of project homework).  

 
2. I can extend my chronological knowledge beyond 1066 by 

studying a historical event that acted as a significant turning 
point in post-1066 British history (based on WWII).  
Depth studies of the ‘Dig for Victory’ campaign and the 
Holocaust.  

 
3. I can conduct a local history study centred on a site dating 

from a period beyond 1066 (based on WWII). Case study of 
Pickering—to include a year-group evacuation visit on the 
steam train (participating in ‘1940S Wartime Weekend’ 
13/10/17) 

 
4. I can select and organise information to create a structured 

account of a historical event (e.g. extended writing, detailed 
timeline etc.).  
Children assigned a 1939-1945 event and given newspaper 
resources in Huntcliff library to research & create a sum-
mary text. Individuals then present (speaking & listening) 
and the class orders texts chronologically.  
 

5. I can understand how and suggest reasons why contrasting 
arguments and interpretations of the past have been con-
structed.  
Impact of Versailles / Study of the depiction of Jews be-
fore, during and after WWII in Germany.  

Numeracy: 
1. D.T. statement: 

I can calculate costings 
when scaling recipes up/
down.  
Ratio and proportion—see 
D.T. 
 

2. Solve reasoning problems 
that require unit conversions 
for measures of length, 
mass, volume & time (e.g. 
cm —> m) with answers up 
to 3 d.p. [M1] 
Scales of maps & recipes—
see geography & D.T. 
 

3. Interpret and construct pie 
charts and line graphs and 
use these to solve problems. 
[S1] Plotting troop involve-
ment/deaths by nation.  

Art/Music 
 

1. I can improve my mastery of 
the following art and design 
techniques: 
- Drawing (see PSCHE) 
- Sculpture  (papier-mâché / 
mod rock / plaster).  
 

2. I can produce creative work, 
exploring my ideas and 
recording my experiences.  
Create a holocaust memori-
al sculpture (to include 
referenced elements from 
‘The Boy in the Striped 
Pyjamas’). 
 

3. I can recognise how to use 
music to accompany poetry/
P.E./actions/dance.  
Link to War poetry (literacy) 

Science: 
1. I can describe the way in which light 

moves (straight lines).  
 

2. I can describe sight in terms of objects 
reflecting light into the eye.  
Creating battle periscopes 
 

3. I can explain why shadows are formed 
in terms of the way in which light 
moves. 
 

4. I can investigate the effects of increas-
ing the number/voltage of cells in a 
circuit on the brightness of a lamp.  
 

5. I can use universal symbols to repre-
sent simple circuits in diagrams.  
Designing & creating Blitz collages 

Engineering (D.T.) : 
 

1. I can identify UK seasonal 
foods and link this to reci-
pes.  
‘Dig for Victory’ recipes  (e.g. 
mixed vegetable soups/
stews).   
 

2. I can demonstrate  
- Accurate measuring  
- Accurate weighing 
- Mixing wet and dry ingredi-
ents.  
- Rubbing in fat 
Writing and following ‘Dig 
for Victory’ recipes  (e.g. 
apple and bramble crumble).  

 
3. I can demonstrate  

- Rolling out 
- Kneading 
WWII Harvest festival—
baking plaited bread. 

Literacy: 
 

1. History statement: 
I can understand why some 
events, individuals, situations 
and changes are considered 
significant.  

2. Computing statement: 
I can select the appropriate 
software/resources to pre-
sent information.   
Create biography profiles of 
Churchill, Stalin, Roosevelt, 
Hitler, De Gaulle,  Hirohito 
and Mussolini. 
 

3. Studying ‘The Boy in the 
Striped Pyjamas’ in compre-
hension—some writing to be 
linked to this.  
 

4. War poetry—linking 2 WWs 

Geography: 
1. I can use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure 

grid references, symbols and key (including the use of Ord-
nance Survey maps) to build my knowledge of the United 
Kingdom and the wider world.  
Plotting global scale of WWII. (to include fronts in Europe, 
Africa & Pacific).  
 

2. I can describe and understand key aspects of human geogra-
phy, including types of settlement and land use, economic 
activity including trade links, and the distribution of natural 
resources including energy, food, minerals and water.  

 (Plotting industrial & agricultural Europe in context of air  
 raid strategy).  

Computing 
1. D.T. statement: 

I can use the internet to calculate the 
cost of making a product.  
 

2. I can formulate a question and design 
and use a spreadsheet or database to 
collect data to answer that question.  
 

3. I can use formulae in spreadsheets to 
present and analyse data.   
Use of online grocery stores & excel 
spreadsheets (with SUM functions & 
tables) to cost ‘Dig for Victory’ reci-
pes. 
 

4. All e-safety topic statements in 
standalone sequence 
Making SMART resources  

PSCHE & R.E.: 
1. Art statement: 

I can use my sketch book to record 
observations and use it to review and 
revisit ideas.  
‘Austin’s butterfly’-style study of the 
hand in five positions (denoting the 
five British values). Link to propagan-
da campaigns and patriotism of 
WWII.  
 

2. Y6 will also be following the SEAL 
scheme  for PSCHE  
Topic: ‘New Beginnings’ 
 

3. Y6 will also be studying a discrete R.E. 
sequence on Thursday afternoons. 
Buddhism  
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